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SUBJECT: FMLA Eligibility Determination Following a Back Pay Claim

This letter clarifies Management Instruction EL-430-90-8, Back Pay, and is related to all back pay claims
pursuant to negotiated settlements or agency or court decisions. It provides guidance to Postal Service
managers, supervisors, installation heads, postmasters, labor relations specialists, human resources
specialists/associates, and other designated authorities who gather information to organize, prepare, and
submit back pay claims to the Eagan Accounting Service Center (ASC).

Headquarters Compensation and the Eagan ASC have received many inquiries regarding whether the
time period covered by a back pay claim can be credited toward the minimum hours of service required
for eligibility for unpaid leave protected by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). This memorandum
endorses the policy, established on January 3, 2001, by Headquarters Labor Relations, that such hours
be counted toward the minimum hours of service required for FMLA-protected leave, except in the
following two circumstances:

1. If the individual was not ready, willing, or able to perform his or her postal job, and states on PS
Form 8038, Employee Statement to Recover Back Pay, that he or she therefore wishes to substitute
annual or sick leave, these substituted leave hours are not counted toward the 1,250 hours of
service eligibility requirement.

2. If a remedy modifies an action that resulted in a period of suspension or leave without pay (LWOP),
the suspension or LWOP hours are not counted toward the 1,250 hours of service eligibility
requirement.

We recommend that local supervisors and postmasters and other field staff members who make FMLA
eligibility determinations follow this established policy.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Lynn Malcolm
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